The lighting, cast, music, singing, pitch was perfect. A must watch!
We enjoyed the performance immensely.

From Jennifer Linggi
Sorry for this late night message..
Euphrasia- cast, music, costume- superb..!
Thank you so much for a great evening. You
did it again GSS ⭐⭐⭐

Dear Helena, For Joan Lopez. Such a creative,
Darling venture to conceive the idea, share and execute as a musical. Congrats Joan. You
deserved a Bouquet of 🌹..Blessings on us Srs. as we age n still try to go forward in little and big ways. we support, pray and energise each other ok? All my love, Bernice fmdm

Hi Sister, thanks so much for making sure that we don’t miss the
musical. 🎶 it was absolutely awesome! Superb acting n singing.
🎶🎶🎶🎶 I cried towards the end. God bless you n your mission!

It was beyond my imagination and expectation

It is a wonderful and professionally done production 🎶🎶🎶🎶. And the message of Doing Good to everyone in need should be shared more.
“A group of ten from Singapore, comprising representatives from Marymount Convent School Alumnae, Centering Prayer Group & Peace Prayer Outreach flew in on third May Friday morning to Ipoh and were warmly welcomed by Sr Dorothy and Mission Partners at the airport. Ipoh is a new destination for some of us. We had lots of fun and laughter. Feasting on Ipoh’s unique cuisine which of course, was on our list of activities. A beautiful phenomenon happened… God brought us together and through his grace, friendship amongst the three groups developed during this short trip. The highlight of our visit to Ipoh was the musical “Euphrasia”. It moved and inspired us to continue with our individual work of mercy. We realise what we are doing is relevant with the aspiration of St Mary Euphrasia. Hence, we too must aspire to be like our dear Mother Euphrasia, continue to go out and do good with zeal not because we must but because we can, and we care.” Cecilia Ee
“Excellent show with a mission! I love every moment of it. Thank you Sisters for bringing a world class show to Ipoh.”

“What a wonderful musical!! Hope they can perform in Singapore too.”

“Everything from story line to the incredible music score was brilliant!! So proud of our home-grown talents!!”

“The musical was really really good and we take pride in identifying with our local talents.”

“World class performance!! Congratulations!! Should explore the possibility of taking it to other countries.”

“Beautiful story of service to humanity and aspirations for an inclusive community.”

“So impressed with the cast, their beautiful voices n music. They sang beautifully n needless to add Nikki Dalhkat was outstanding!! Hope to see more of this in Sabah.”

“Am very grateful for the opportunity to experience this beautiful musical. Very touching and inspiring. Loved every moment of it and how the message still resonates today in the 21st century!”
Hi sis. Ya... Thank you for inviting me to watch the show. An eye opener n marvelous show indeed 👍😊😊😊

Ya we were all talking about it.. Possibility of obtaining a sound track n lyrics!

I am impressed by the performance of each actor and actress. Thank you the person who sponsored the ticket to watch the musical and thank you for bringing in such a fantastic musical to KK, Sabah. Indeed, gratitude is the memory of the heart.

-- Margaret Chung, KK Sacred Heart Cathedral

The show was really good and I had the insights of how the Good shepherd Sisters was started. Enjoyed the evening so much and the humour as well. From a viewer last night.

I am deeply moved and touched at these two scenes:

1. When SshE was dying and passed on, I remember my late father who passed away two weeks ago. It was a healing moment for me.

2. The spirit of perseverance in SshE despite the obstacles and opposition by the Bishops. It reminds me that our life will never be easy and smooth yet we can choose the attitudes of positivity and joyfulness to serve God and His people.

😊😊Thank you aunty Carol. Thank you all of the teams.. you, me, we can work together.. 🎵üğ it's a new experience for me..i hope I have done smtg different even it is small contribution.🙏😊😬

---

Margaret Chung, KK Sacred Heart Cathedral
Hi Sr. 🙋

Thank you for the invitation and opportunity last night. It was an amazing and outstanding musical! Incredibly talented people! ⚡️ ⚡️ We are truly touched and inspired by it. I felt that I'm living in the story 🎭 I really enjoyed the performance 😊

Magnificent night indeed!
Met up with fellow teacher friends upon arrival - feels more like a mini reunion among English teachers.
I am proud of the crowd too- not only do they dressed appropriately well, scanning from where I was seated, none (even the teen girl next to me) switched on their mobile phones throughout the musical. Great audience they are. Bravo, Sabahans!

The Musical itself - from the stage setup to the casts' characterisations: astounding! (There are quite a number of Sabahan talents behind the production to the casting of it too)

Tonight's the best I've seen - good balance of sound, every word was clear.
Dom has requested for tomorrow's show to be videotaped if possible. Will be the best he says. Though we had done one already in KL. Over to PC to find videographer. Sales of certs were brisk. Luckily I brought a box of shirts in today!

Anthony Rodgers

Had a wonderful and mind relaxing day yesterday at Euphrasia Musical.
It was a world class performance.
Acting, singing, music, script, speech, direction, etc was simply superb. I enjoyed every moment of it. Thanks to the team which brought this musical to Ipoh. I felt like I was in a Hollywood Broadway Musical. Love it.
Hi Sister. The musical was a wonderful, first rate production and I totally enjoyed and was truly touched by it. It was divine inspiration to put the life of your remarkable foundress into this format. It really brought her and her mission to life. Very thought provoking. Last but not least, keep up your brilliant work and St. Mary Euphrasia’s legacy. May God continue to bless you and the Good Shepherd Order with grace and fruitfulness.

Hi Sister, thanks so much for making sure that we don't miss the musical. It was absolutely awesome! Superb acting n singing. I cried towards the end. God bless you n your mission!

It is a wonderful and professionally done production. And the message of Doing Good to everyone in need should be shared more.

Nice original musical with a strong reminder and message to go out and help others in need and that "Gratitude is the memory of the heart". Specially good when it is watched with friends.

The performance last night was just fantastic! The portrayal of St M Euphrasia was so emotionally charged that many in the auditorium were literally sobbing! Brought us to tears!

From my friend who flew in from Brunei to see the show yesterday: Hi Faridah! Thank you again for such an AMAZING evening! Can’t stop raving about it and we were thinking if there’s any plans to release a musical soundtrack? The music was equally brilliant!

We watched musicals in London - local talent just as good!

Congrats Gloria! Awesome musical! Unbelievably touching! Great evangelism for the Good Shepherd sisters! Thank you for all yr hard work!
Kudos to Ipoh committee for ensuring that ALL went well - and it did so well! You have raised the bar in Ipoh. Also the makan after the show was a blessing as expressed by many - they were truly hungry! Congratulations! Well done!

Gratitude is the memory of the heart!

The thanks go to you and all who worked so tirelessly to make the Musical a reality. It was inspiring, awesome, enjoyable and still so relevant today. The spirit of Mother Foundress lives on in our hearts and in the Mission. I am inspired daily by all of you!

Jane Na

Fr. Chris, the parish priest of Good Shepherd Church, Setapak KL

'Blessings blessings blessings to all of u Sisters of the Good Shepherd. Sysbas for Eupharsia - wonderful show n inspiring ... congratulations to all of u n Sr. Joan Lopez. Very good for your people n especial for the year of mission. Baptised n sent! Tq tq tq'

I can watch it again n again ... soo of everything - informative, creative, entertaining, touching - tears too!

wow!wow!wow! magnificent and worthy ... a ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ performance to take 'over the seas

Kudos to Ipoh committee for ensuring that ALL went well - and it did so well! You have raised the bar in Ipoh. Also the makan after the show was a blessing as expressed by many - they were truly hungry! Congratulations! Well done!

Gratitude is the memory of the heart!

Posted by someone who was at the Rehearsal last night. -Very good n certain so very touching.. especially the slaves part ...
Hi Sister. The musical was a wonderful, first rate production and I totally enjoyed and was truly touched by it. It was divine inspiration to put the life of your remarkable foundress into this format. It really brought her and her mission to life. Very thought provoking. Last but not least, keep up your brilliant work and St. Mary Euphrasia's legacy. May God continue to bless you and the Good Shepherd Order with grace and fruitfulness with zeal not because we must but because we can, and we care.

Dtk Gabriel Williams - Thank you for selling Teresa and me the tickets for this show. It was beyond expectations and was fantastic!

“Nice original musical with a strong reminder and message to go out and help others in need and that "Gratitude is the memory of the heart". Specially good when it is watched with friends”

“Am very grateful for the opportunity to experience this beautiful musical. Very touching and inspiring. Loved every moment of it and how the message still resonates today in the 21st century!”

Beyond expectations!! Music arrangements excellent! Performance was first class!! A meaningful, real, issues so today n touching story of Mother Euphrasia. Thank you for bringing it to KK.”

Am very grateful for the opportunity to experience this beautiful musical. Very touching and inspiring. Loved every moment of it and how the message still resonates today in the 21st century!